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          	Full Paper Submission Deadline:	7 August, 2024
	Final Acceptance Intimation:	10 September, 2024
	Registration Deadline:	8 October, 2024
	Conference Date:	12-14 November 2024


        

      

    

    



    
      
        About The Conference

        

      

      
        According to recent reports, it is evident that the state-of-the-art
        innovations in electronic systems, computing, and communication are
        interconnected with each other to deploy various smart and automated
        applications into existence. The intelligent technological incorporation
        includes embedded systems, multimedia information, artificial
        intelligence, E - commerce and computer cybersecurity. The challenges
        faced by many industries like transportation, healthcare, energy,
        buildings, defense, informatics, and agriculture have been resolved by
        the recent technologies involved in the electronics, computing, and
        communication systems. The demonstration of various smart electronic
        systems, computing, and communication technologies helps to address
        issues like decision making, problem-solving, energy reservation, and
        efficiency. The convergence of computing communication and electronic
        systems produce the latest trends and technology in the Information and
        Communication Technology [ICT] research field.Therefore this
        International Conference on Communication, Computing and Electronics
        Systems (ICCCES) will encourage the researchers to enhance their
        research knowledge in computational intelligence and incorporate the
        intelligent communication models into existence. This conference focuses
        mainly on the research trends in cloud computing, mobile computing,
        artificial intelligence and advanced electronics systems. The proceeding
        of the conference will collect the state-of-the-art research works in
        almost all the areas of automation, VLSI, embedded systems, optical
        communication, RF communication, microwave engineering, artificial
        intelligence, deep learning, pattern recognition, communication
        networks, Internet of Things [IoT], Cyber-Physical Systems [CPS], and
        healthcare informatics. This conference encourages the researchers to
        submit research works in almost all the areas of Computing,
        Communication, and Electronics Systems.
      

      



      College Information:

      


      
        At PPG, our unwavering belief in unlocking the exceptional capabilities
        inherent in every student defines our ethos. Situated in Coimbatore,
        renowned for its hospitality and cultural richness, our institution, P.
        Perichi Gounder Institute of Technology (PPGIT), was established in 1992
        by the visionary laparoscopic surgeon Dr. L.P. Thangavelu. It stands as
        a testament to holistic development and academic excellence, offering a
        diverse range of educational programs. PPGIT proudly hosts eight
        undergraduate courses and two postgraduate courses, covering a spectrum
        of disciplines. Our commitment extends beyond conventional education –
        we invite luminaries from the realms of science and technology to impart
        invaluable insights through engaging lectures. Equipping our students
        with impeccable soft skills in communication and presentation, we sculpt
        versatile personalities. Nurturing discipline as the cornerstone of
        success, we offer sustained guidance at every phase of the learning
        journey. Rooted in the charitable ethos of the P. Perichi Gounder
        Memorial Education and Charitable Trust, we foster a culture of
        benevolence and educational advancement. PPGIT houses the best center of
        excellence in research, providing a thriving environment for
        groundbreaking innovation and scholarly pursuits. Our graduates leave
        with unshakeable self-belief, empowered to achieve greatness and inspire
        others. PPGIT signifies not just an educational institution, but a
        transformative journey towards limitless possibilities, endeavoring to
        set new benchmarks in academic and personal excellence.
      


      Travel Grant


      
        Travel grants will be provided to selected outstanding research works,
        specifically to IEEE student members.
      

    


    
    

    
    
  